
GREG LLEWELLYN: Our presenters today are Shannon Fagan, on the left who will pay a little bit more 

about herself.  And -- but, I'm going to tell you a little bit about our other presenter, Heather Fickenworth.  

So, Heather has committed her professional career to the inauguration of public serving systems, more 

specifically, mental health and education.  She was the first credential supervisor coach in Pennsylvania 

for High Fidelity Wraparound.  She was the supervisor coach for the Northwest Tri-County Intermediate 

Unit #5 from 2008 to 2012.  Currently, she's a trainer for the Youth and Family Training Institute via the 

University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.  Heather is a licensed professional counselor and a certified 

special education teacher.  So, would you please join me in welcoming Heather and Shannon, please? 

SHANNON FAGAN: Such a big room for such a small crowd.  But small crowds are important because 

you get it, you hear it and you'll take it on and live it on.  My name is Shannon Fagan. I'm the director of 

the Youth and Family Training Institute.  Before I was the director of the Youth and Family Training 

Institute, I was a child and adolescence service systems program coordinator in West Marin County for 10 

years and prior to that, I worked in juvenile justice, child welfare and early intervention.  I don't really look 

as old as I sound.  So today, what we want to talk to you about is how we've used High Fidelity 

Wraparound in Pennsylvania.  What exactly is High Fidelity Wraparound?  But most importantly, some of 

the facilitation skills that we use in the model that we think might help you in working with youth in the 

schools.  Some of those things -- and you'll hear similar things that you might have heard earlier today 

around RENEW.  Other pieces of PBIS that you're going to hear -- you're going to think about, "Oh, we've 

went over this."  But in High Fidelity Wraparound, I think we pull different pieces of youth and family 

involvement together that might be helpful to you.  So, let me go over -- and I have very few Power Points 

to go over.  Really, Heather is the star of this show.  She has implemented this process for quite some 

time and she could talk about it from the school perspective, which is something that I can't do.  I've 

worked with schools for many, many years and I know the difficulties sometimes that people have, getting 

everyone to the table because of time restrictions and other things.  But I think because Heather has 

been able to do it, she can share us some of the tricks or tips that had worked for her.  But so, today, 

we're going to go over some of these objectives.  Having an engaged team, you know, talk about what 

that looks like from our perspective.  How do we prepare people differently for meetings so they're 

comfortable to attend?  Some of the facilitation skills again, honoring family and youth voice along the 

way and their choices, too.  Looking at different techniques of strength-based language, when we identify 

needs and techniques to develop different action steps.  So, a little bit of who we are.  I think a lot of 

people look at the word wraparound and think of the BHRS services, meaning TSS, behavior specialist, 

mobile therapist.  And this term when you add High Fidelity Wraparound, it changes the definition totally.  

High fidelity Wraparound in Pennsylvania is a team-based planning process where we bring youth and 

families and their team to a table and we talk about what they want to do.  What they want to accomplish 

and we help make that happen.  It is not a service in Pennsylvania but it is a planning process.  In 2008, 

well, the institute was started before that.  But in 2008, Erie County joined us to become one of our first 

five implementer counties of High Fidelity Wraparound.  What this meant is they were willing to pilot this 



model.  They were willing to identify a population, identify the provider, which was the IU and work with us 

to develop this program as we developed it across the state.  So, Heather has some key foundation 

issues that she'll go over with you about what happened and what that experience was like.  But the 

process itself is based way back into -- I would say the early '90s.  I'm looking at John Van Den Berg who 

came to Pennsylvania and really started what was then called wraparound.  He brought this philosophy 

that if you bring families to the table and you meet their basic needs and you allow them to make 

decisions for themselves, they can be successful without services, without a lot of providers in their lives.  

But unfortunately to get it paid for in Pennsylvania, it became a categorical service and that's where we 

got BSC, TSS and MT.  So, for quite some time, these services were really doing a lot of good and they 

still continue to do a lot of good for families.  But it took some of the planning out of it and the family voice 

and choice.  So, what we wanted to do is take a step back, really figure out what teams look like and 

bring all those people to the table in a different way.  And that's why High Fidelity Wraparound is in 

Pennsylvania.  We do a team-based process, like I said.  There's a facilitator that's trained to do the skill 

sets and make sure that the meeting flows naturally.  That there are great people at the table and we 

have family and youth support partners which are people that have been there and done that.  A youth 

support partner is a youth with mental health issues, raised through the system, could have multiple 

system involvement.  And they are they're there to bring that youth voice to the table.  They work with that 

youth to make sure their needs are being heard.  That their plans are plans that are useful for them 

because how many times have we planned for our youth and it's what we want them to do, but not 

necessarily what that youth wants to do and it usually isn't successful.  And then we have family support 

partners who also who have been there and done that.  They've been through the IEP meetings.  They've 

been at juvenile justice doorstep.  They've been involved with child welfare.  And they can relate to 

families in a different way.  And it helps the process really become more unique and more effective.  So, 

who does wraparound work for with multi-system youth?  You could see we've -- national studies have 

shown that we work with -- very well in the juvenile justice and child welfare population.  Bringing that 

youth and voice there -- youth and family voice and choice there.  Youth without permanent future homes, 

there's been a lot of homeless settings with High Fidelity Wraparound and helping youth make some 

plans that are effective for them and getting through that and moving on into a more stable situation.  

We've also really looked at an agency culture shift here.  How are -- how are life domains affected but not 

only within that agency perspective but within that youth's community and context.  We're also looking at 

safety and crisis plans which Heather will address briefly and how different we're looking at prevention 

plans and bringing in the child welfare and juvenile justice aspect.  And then of course, we always adapt it 

based on the culture of the family and the agencies.  So, how does this relate to PBIS?  Let me show you.  

I think you're all familiar with this triangle.  In Pennsylvania, the children and youth that had been 

identified for High Fidelity Wraparound are that top five percent.  The youth and families that have the 

most need unfortunately are the most expensive at times and usually spend the most time out of the 



school system.  So, those -- that's where we connect for those youth and families.  And that's that 

demonstration.  So, that's all you have to hear from me.  I'm going to turn it over to Heather and thanks. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Whatever you would like -- all right.  Thank you.  That was very kind words 

that were shared.  Really the purpose of what we -- what Shannon and I wanted to do with this is to give 

you some practical skills to take with you.  I've been in a lot of amazing break out sessions at this 

conference and they were a little theoretical some of them or we know that this is a good idea and we 

should be doing this which has been really amazing and they've been really good.  However, we tailored 

this presentation to be more -- some more practical skills.  So it doesn't have to be High Fidelity 

Wraparound.  This could be in your IEP meetings.  This could be in your child and family team meetings.  

This could be in your mental health meetings.  This could be in your church meeting.  These are just skills 

of any facilitator or teacher or case manager to really give you some practical skills.  Also, I always feel 

like we got one of the hardest time slot meeting after lunch.  Luckily, it was salad, we didn't have pasta so 

the carbs aren't kicking in yet.  But in terms of -- we want -- I want to make this as interactive as possible.  

So, please get your big boy voice.  I'm going to ask you questions and please don't leave me hanging 

because I'll have to be my Bueller joke and those young people in the audience may not even get the 

Bueller joke but it's the awkward silence.  I think young people now -- they have told me, "Heather, it's 

crickets."  That's when you say when there's an awkward silence.  So, crickets.  So, please be prepared.  

We want to get some energy in the room because it's always hard after lunch.  So, the importance of 

having an engaged team -- how many here are educators, from the education system?  Okay.  Mental 

health?  Okay.  Juvenile Justice?  Office of Children and Youth?  Drug and Alcohol?  Okay.  Yeah.  One -

- for the most part then, we're mostly in the education system and a few in the mental health system.  So 

these skills we can use no matter what.  Even if you -- if you're here thinking, "I don't have High Fidelity 

Wraparound in my county yet."  We want this presentation to still be beneficial for you.  So, the 

importance of having an engaged team.  Why do you think -- I mean, I throw a couple of ideas up here 

but why do you think it's important to have an engaged team? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: You want to progress. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: You want to progress.  You want to move forward.  We don't want to keep 

spinning our wheels doing the same thing.  What's the definition of insanity? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: (inaudible) results. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Doing something over and over again and expecting to say -- or expecting a 

different result, right.  So, we want to -- we want to move forward, forward progress.  We want to have a 

shared purpose that we're in this together.  We're all here to help this youth and family.  And that we're all 

on the same page.  I heard that throughout several of the presentations of how important it is for 

everyone to be on the same page -- that there's no hidden agendas.  That everyone can be truthful and 

it's a safe honest meeting to have that happen.  Also it's important to have everybody at the table that 



needs to be there to hear the same information.  We all have different perceptions of things.  So, if we're 

all there together, we all see the body language.  What's it -- 85% I think is nonverbal in communication.  

So, we all hear the same information.  We're all seeing the same thing all at once.  And then we'll have an 

improved understanding and then we'll be able to communicate more effectively with each other.  Also, 

actively involved in exploring solutions or options and concern -- or for the concerns in need areas.  We're 

going to go through some examples of -- and some strategies of how to do this, to have everybody 

engaged in a meeting.  Just raise your hand in this room if you've ever been in a meeting and you 

thought, "Why the heck am I there?"  Waste of time.  Time -- your time is valuable.  The family's time is 

valuable.  The youth's time is valuable.  Everybody's time is extraordinarily valuable.  So, we want to 

make sure everyone is involved in the meeting and I'm going to talk about some strategies and skills to do 

that.  At the end, we'll also talk about -- it's my favorite slide is the row team members or the tough team 

members.  What do we do with those?  So, the family and youth meeting prep.  We've heard -- at least I 

heard in the RENEW presentation that it's very frontloaded.  High Fidelity Wraparound is also very 

frontloaded in terms of time.  It's very important for you to spend this time because it will serve you way 

better in the -- in the end.  If you can prepare people for meetings, nobody likes to be blindsided.  I usually 

don't like to make those all or always comments but I don't think anyone say, "Yeah, I'd really like to be 

blindsided.  I really don't like to know what's going on."  So, preparing everybody for this meeting can be 

critical.  And you want to support the family and youth to ensure their participation and the comfort level in 

the team process.  I've learned through my years in High Fidelity Wraparound that how very 

uncomfortable it is for a family member or youth to walk into a meeting and not know what to expect.  So, 

being prepared, what this looks like -- what this is going to be like?  What are some of the goals and 

expectations?  What are the agendas?  What concerns does the family have?  All of those things are 

very, very important before any meeting.  And I want to go back to that.  This is not just High Fidelity 

Wraparound.  This could be an IEP meeting.  This could be any meeting.  Some basic tips and strategies 

for a successful meeting is some basic things.  So, part of it isn't rocket science.  However, it's very hard 

in your busy schedules to think of all of these things.  So, some of this will be a review for you but a very 

important review.  A meeting time and location, try to be sensitive to the needs of the family and youth 

and other team members.  This is very, very challenging but this can make or break your meeting.  I'm 

going to say about a lot of, this could really make or break your meeting.  I heard a couple of people say, 

"Yeah.  We have a meeting."  And then the kid skips school that -- the kid skips school that day.  So, we 

can't have a meeting.  So, you've done all of these front work, legwork.  You have probation coming.  You 

have the whole team together.  You got a sub for the teacher.  Life is good and then you're like, "Ah."  So, 

really try to be sensitive and work around that.  The beauty of being able to do High Fidelity Wraparound 

in the schools is -- I've always looked at schools as the natural support in a community.  It's the hub of a 

community sometimes.  And it's usually not that far from where people live.  So, schools are sometimes 

the best place to have a meeting because it's relatively close.  The kids are there, the teacher is there and 

most of the system partners are kind of used to traveling anyhow.  The only challenge is to make your 



psychiatrist or outpatient therapist or if you have a mobile therapist, probation officers often travel, case 

workers travel.  So, sometimes the schools, in my opinion, are one of the best places to have meeting if 

it's a safe place for everybody on the team that is.  Discuss meeting goals and concerns.  This is before.  

So, if you can ask the family what are your most worried about?  What are you most concerned about?  

What's your big need area?  And list all of those and make sure you try to address all of those.  On the 

same thing, make sure the youth has their voice in this process.  So, ask them, what are you most 

concerned about?  What would you like to see differently?  That's really critical in getting youth support 

through this process.  And then discuss the keys, activities and review the agenda.  In High Fidelity 

Wraparound which we're going to go through this process and I hope you can take away some of these 

strategies to use in your meetings of how to have an active meeting.  But make sure people understand in 

saying, "We're going to talk about strengths."  So, be prepared to talk about what Johnny is good at.  

What Suzie is good at.  What they like to do.  Because we're going to incorporate that into our plan in 

some way.  What about your family?  What about your culture?  What do you like to do?  What do you do 

as a family?  These things will be addressed in the meeting.  And then go through the agenda so they 

don't feel blindsided as well.  At this point though too, I want to share -- in High Fidelity Wraparound 

though, we're kind of -- if you think of a continuum, where this is, is kind of -- I want to say almost middle 

of the road.  There's other stages to get to this first meeting.  So, we do a whole process called the 

strengths, needs, cultural discovery, we're really get to know the family or asking them who their friends 

and family are, their natural supports, who they would like on the team.  So, it's very frontloaded and then 

we get to this point.  So, I just want to share that with you of a lot has happened through here.  So, in 

High Fidelity Wraparound, we have a facilitator and support partners, family and youth support partners 

that do a lot of this front work in the process because I also know time is of the -- is of the essence.  I was 

really amazed that the RENEW presentation that two teachers got up here and did this facilitation process 

because I think, "Wow, that was truly impressive because that's a lot on their plate."  So, I just want to put 

that disclaimer in there that were kind of midway through -- or not quite midway, maybe one-fourth 

through the process here at this point where we're at a meeting.  Okay.  You prepare the family and youth 

by gathering information about their major concerns.  Language is very important.  Semantics is very 

important.  So, if you ask families, what are you most worried about?  What are your big concerns?  

That's very different then.  What's wrong with Johnny?  Why won't he sit still?  You know, those kind of 

very negative thinking.  So, with High Fidelity Wraparound is a very strength-based process and you can 

be strength-based by your language.  So, if you ask them what you're more concerned about, you'll get 

way better results than talking about deficit areas.  Discuss the meeting format, who will be attending so 

that nobody is blindsided?  You want to know who's going to be there.  You don't want a family and youth 

to walk into a meeting and say, "Oh, I didn't know my peer was going to be here," or "Oh, I didn't know my 

teacher is going to be here."  You don't want that to happen.  You want to make sure that everyone needs 

to be there, who needs to be there.  And ask the family and youth if they would like anyone else to be -- to 

be invited and get release assigned if need be.  We talked a little bit in the renew session about 



confidentiality and FERPA versus HIPAA, and some of those very important factors, those ethical 

standards, so get release assigned if need be.  But also that anyone else, high fidelity wraparound has a 

strong, strong emphasis on natural supports.  So have -- ask if there's a cousin that could be there.  Ask 

who's important in their life.  Ask if there's an uncle or a friend or a neighbor.  Even at an IEP meeting, 

they can be very valuable sources of information.  They can also help a youth and a family feel less 

anxious if they have somebody that they feel on -- that's on their side.  So, many times I've heard family 

members and youth say to me, "It's professionals and me," and that's the meeting.  And that's what they 

feel like.  So, they don't necessarily feel safe with all professionals.  They may like they're professionals 

but it's just very different and it's very hard for you to speak up in a meeting when it's all professionals.  

Explain strength-based language in the process of brainstorming.  We're going to get in more into this 

thereafter presentation.  I talked a bit about strength-based language but brainstorming is critical to team 

engagement; and we don't do enough of it in our meetings.  So, we'll talk about brainstorming and seeing 

how it works and we'll do a little demonstration about that.  Make sure prepare all the need documents, 

include the agenda and other materials, and make sure everyone has copies on the team.  I know you 

hate to kill trees.  I don't like to kill trees but some people are visual learners and want a physical copy 

with them.  So, make sure everybody has copies whether it's the IEP, whether it's the strength needs 

cultural discovery, whether it's the treatment plan.  Whatever it may be, make sure everybody has copies.  

Okay.  The big important question; who is going to do this?  It's important for you to assign this role to 

make sure this happens.  So, how are we going to make sure that all of these team prep has happened 

that we have everybody on the team, that everybody knows what's going on, all of that stuff?  Who is 

going to do that?  That's really hard.  This part is really hard because no one is thinking, "Oh, I have so 

much free time.  I'll just sit around and eat bonbons and twiddle my thumbs and my jaw."  We know that's 

not the case.  We know everybody is busy.  So, who is going to do this is the hard part.  So, I'm going to 

ask the group here of unsuccessful and unproductive meetings, what were some of the reasons?  Just 

shout them out. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: No, it didn't. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Side conversation. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Side conversation, no agenda. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Only focusing on negatives. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Only focusing on negatives. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Monopolize about one for you and one for us. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Monopolizing.  Very good. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Missing stakeholder. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Missing stakeholders.  Yes, the people that need to be there that are not. 



AUDIENCE MEMBER: Defensiveness. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Defensiveness.  Oh, that's a good one.  Yup.  Kind of not open for maybe 

some suggestions or options. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Youth and family silence. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Youth and family silence.  Wow.  Yes.  Why would a youth and family quite 

possibly be silent?  What ideas?  Why do you think? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: They don't [inaudible] on the team together working together? 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup.  Go ahead. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Sometimes, it's the respect [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Interesting.  He said that respect for the professionals.  Thinking of some 

cultural factors.  I could be very much a cultural factor of who am I as a family member that's asking for 

your help to question or have a say in what you say.  I'm a passive observer of your knowledge and 

information.  Very good.  So, it doesn't have -- it doesn't mean a deficit.  Oh, good, I made a judgment that 

that was a bad thing.  You just find it as it could just be part of a cultural factor to take into account.  Very 

good. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup.  Our colleague said disempowered, that the family might feel 

disempowered and sometimes the professionals do that to people.  And here's what I'm going say about 

system partners.  Nobody gets up in the morning and says, "Boy, I really want to do a bad job today.  I 

really want to hurt the Smith family.  I really want to make them feel disempowered."  We don't do this.  

We're drawn to the helping profession for a reason.  Sometimes though, it happens.  And I think all too 

often unintentionally, it happens that that -- that that may be.  So, the family feels disempowered, either 

they don't have a voice or their voice was shut down for some other reason.  So, we're trying to empower 

them.  We're trying to get them to speak in their meeting.  Try to have them have buy-in.  Some people -- 

well, I'll say most -- here's the most; most people don't like to be told what to do.  I have an oppositional 

side to me, right, Shannon?  Just a… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Little? 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: That if I kind of come up with it or if you can guide me to come to that 

decision, I'm more likely to do it than if you say, "No, Heather, you need to do this."  So, most people fall 

on the continuum somewhere on that between compliance and oppositional.  You fall into that continuum 

at some point.  But most people will have buy-in if they feel empowered, if they feel successful, that they 

can do it.  Success builds on success.  We're going to talk about baby steps too of how to empower 

people and how to make them have a -- have a choice for that.  So, I'm going to use an example.  Here's 



something where my team in Erie County, the high fidelity wraparound team, I think one of our big 

strengths was -- or is, is crisis planning -- crisis prevention planning.  And I think it just kind of developed 

that way because we thought when a youth or family is in crisis -- and it usually does in fact to school at 

some point, that how can we support them?  And we're like, "No behavior is off the table, no behavior is 

taboo.  It is what it is."  Behavior is benign.  It's everything that leads up to it or the consequences 

sometimes that we can -- that we can look at.  So, writing simple -- or looking at the function of behavior 

since it's very important in high fidelity wraparound, and then I know in FBAs in your positive support 

plans.  But this scenario that we're going to take a look at here is a high fidelity wraparound family.  Jane 

is a real person.  Her family is real.  The situation is real.  We're going to go through the example of Jane.  

Jane is on your table, in your handout.  This is not -- this is something we're going to kind of refer to the 

latter -- refer to a little bit later.  So, in Jane's story, she's a 16-year-old girl, has frequent in-patient 

hospitalization states and many, many mental health services.  The behavior that prompted these 

interventions is that she uses sharp objects to cut her arms leaving minor wounds.  So, what do we call 

this person?  She's a… 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Cutter. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Cutter.  Yes.  Anybody experience -- if you work in secondary, maybe in 

some middle schools which is so sad this is happening in middle school.  Cutters, unfortunately this has 

become a huge, huge issue for young ladies.  It just makes me so sad.  She would self-inflict these 

wounds for about 20 minutes or until her mom had noticed the blood on her arms or in the bathroom.  

Every time James -- Jane's mom notice the wound, she'd call 911 and an ambulance would take Jane to 

the hospital.  The house would be in chaos.  Everyone would yell and scream until eventually the police 

were called.  Jane will get admitted for five days of in-patient coming out with a family-based referral 

which the family has had four times and the medication adjustment.  Does anybody know Jane, meaning, 

a situation similar to Jane?  I see double hands over there.  This is a very, very common situation.  This -- 

in Jane's situation, we were connected to the school.  High fidelity wraparound was connected to her high 

school.  We were connected to her high school in such a beautiful way that -- they call it building level 

teams.  I don't know what your schools call it, but it's kind of like when you guy -- I, for example, say 

behavioral health teams.  I'm sure with semantics everyone calls it something different, because even 

within this current school district, each building called it something different.  So, we called it building level 

teams.  I think I just like the acronym BLT because I like food, so always into bacon, lettuce, and tomato 

sandwiches.  So they were the BLT team, the building level teams, and that had the principal, 

administrators, student assistant workers, the guidance councilors, special ed. teacher, teachers, 

probation came.  We have a case worker from Office of Children and Youth come to the meeting and 

then we also -- we had our high fidelity wraparound team.  We also had the mental health professionals 

that were involved, um, with each one.  Now, with those -- what would happen for confidentiality is they 

would come in during their time that they talked about their family and then leave if need be, so we were 

able to maintain confidentiality.  These were held about once a month and we would go through the 



school's biggest concerns with this.  So, the school though, with the Jane family -- I'll also give you the 

other demographics, she had an older brother that was -- how do I say this? -- demonstrated a very 

challenging behaviors also in the school.  There was a younger brother coming up, so they were the 

family of the "That Family".  So, that's kind of how the school was feeling about this family at this point.  

So, the school was very much wanting to help, invited everybody in to come talk about it, but they were 

also very frustrated with this, because they were like, "She's just doing it for attention," was the school's 

perspective on this.  "She's just doing it for attention.  We just need to ignore it."  And we're like, "Oh my 

god, she's hurting herself."  We need to come up with a better plan or just stop hooing it away for that.  

The school is also very, very frustrated because they'd be sending home all these forms about permission 

to eval and then a [inaudible] and change of placement and all these stuff and they weren't -- the family 

was not sending back the forms.  So, the school's perspective of this family is, "They don't care about 

their children's education.  How can they not care about their children's education?"  Well, we come to 

find out that the home in and out itself is in total chaos.  It's a hot mess.  The toilet isn't working, dad lost 

his job, they have lots of animals, lots of pets.  We called it wild kingdom.  The pets were very nice but it 

was very kind of chaotic with lots of pets, not the best working or living conditions of the family.  So, if their 

toilet wasn't working, what do you think their primary concern was?  Signing a form, right?  No, basic 

needs.  We all know Maslow's basic needs, hierarchy of needs.  Certain needs need to be met first.  So, it 

wasn't that they didn't care about their child's education.  They were concerned about money, about food, 

about losing their house, about fixing their toilet.  They were concerned about that.  So, the beauty of 

what we were able to do is see that in this meeting, in this context, and bring that back to the school 

team.  So, we said to them -- I'm going off a bit little off the tangent, so we said this to the school team 

and we said, "Okay, here's what's going on.  First, we'll be a liaison, we'll help you out, because we know 

the rules, the rights; we get your mandates."  Another important thing, know each other's mandates, 

meaning in terms of systems.  We said, "We know that you have a certain time period to get the evals in, 

to get services going; we get that, we will help with that.  But who's got some ideas on the school team of 

like, 'Who can help with this toilet issue?'"  The beauty of this process, the shift of the meeting went to 

"That Family" to -- I have a cousin that works at Lowe's.  I'll see if I can -- see if they have any toilets 

they'd be willing to donate.  Somebody said, "My cousin is a plumber.  He'd be happy to come out and 

help with this."  So, the school team became part of the solution and not part of the problem.  The other 

interesting thing is since it was "That Family", they would walk into the school and the secretary.  This 

was the secretary's response -- well, I know she's very busy or it's probably -- it does not frolically correct 

anymore, the administrative assistant.  Her response when she saw them was like, "Oh, she would type 

in away or chat with someone and she'd see them coming for a meeting, this was her demeanor."  Like, 

"Oh, crap."  So, the family didn't even feel welcome in the school.  So, that was brought up as a concern.  

The family said, "We don't even feel welcome when they walk in this door.  We're coming to you for help."  

So, we told the principal, had a conversation, the secretary or the administrative assistant was completely 

mortified, didn't even realize she was doing it and changed her behavior, helped them feel a little -- a little 



bit better.  But we never would have known that.  So at times, they would avoid meetings or skip meetings 

because they didn't even feel welcome.  So, try to make everybody feel welcome in the building.  If you 

even see parents, if you're not an administrative person in the front lines, just say hi, say good morning, 

sometimes that can do a whole lot of good for a family that only gets calls when things are bad coming 

into the school.  So, we were kind of continuing with this process.  When this happens, the family began 

high fidelity wraparound and they were able to identify that her behavior is more likely to happen around 

her time of the month.  Remember, I said there was no topics that were hold far.  So, even though it 

wasn't most comfortable for this young lady to talk about her menstrual cycle, it's a part of life; and this 

was part of one of her interesting behaviors, one of her triggers.  And that peers would tease her.  Here's 

where the school part comes in -- or, oh, not quite yet.  They gathered information that she'd speak 

rapidly and her face would get red and -- when she would have thoughts of cutting.  Usually our body has 

some sort of physiological reaction, so if you can get that and have people be in tuned to that -- I've been 

hearing a lot in the research in literature now about mindfulness.  Has anyone heard anything about 

mindfulness?  It's just that being present, being aware of your body and what it's doing, of your breathing; 

and teaching people, especially young people, about mindfulness of when your rate of speech increases 

for Jane, when your face gets red.  This could be a time when it could be bad.  She does say she likes 

getting an attention from the hospital because her mom has to take off work and sits by her bed.  So 

already, what can you think of could be a good plan?  More time with mom?  More positive time with mom 

maybe?  All right, good.  Good, yeah.  I got you thinking about that already.  What has worked in the past 

is talking to adults about her problems such as her grandmother.  Oh, ding, ding, ding, ding, ding, we call 

that natural support with her grandmother and the guidance councilor at school.  So, she did have a 

school support, a very, very strong school support in terms of the guidance councilor.  And then we asked 

what makes things worse, what adds fuel to the fire; that's really important information to get.  Then her 

dad tells her to go to her room and the assistant principal tells her to go attention -- detention, isolating 

her when she's doing it for attention.  We'll not meet that need.  It will make it worse.  The team came up 

with a plan that consisted of Jane being aware of her menstrual cycle, Jane and her mom will set aside 

20 minutes per day during the meal prep time and talk about anything Jane wants to talk about.  Mom did 

work.  She worked at a part-time job, so she was very busy.  When she would come home, she said, "I 

don't know when I can spend 20 minutes with Jane just one on one time."  So we're like, "Okay, let's be 

creative.  While you're making dinner, could that happen?"  The other thing, Jane really like to get a 

reaction out of her mom.  Does anyone have teenage daughters in this room?  I was a teenage daughter 

at one point.  I really like to get a reaction out of my mom.  So, Jane would tell her things or say things 

that were kind of, right, maybe a little inappropriate, but to get her eyes out of her mom.  So we said, 

"Okay, mom, you got to be the adult here.  Whatever Jane says, you let it go.  Just kind of--just let it go, 

don't make judgments, just let her talk, just let her talk."  And what we noticed over time, the inappropriate 

conversations went way down, but she loved to get the reaction from her.  So we said, "If you can kind of 

just be benign, do it for the attention.  Just do a lot of smiling and nodding and just kind of, you know, let it 



go.  That's Jane's time to just talk about whatever she wants to."  And then she liked watching romantic 

comedy movies with grandma.  Here's what I want to say about in school, the part of the plan, the school 

that was beautiful, is that there's a particular hallway in the school that had mean girls.  So Jane did not 

like to go down this particular hallway.  So, she was tardy or late to class a lot because she'd -- actually, 

she hid in the bathroom.  At one point she hid so she wouldn't have to walk down the hallway of the mean 

girls.  They called her emo and psycho and a lot of -- a lot of that bad stuff.  That happens very quickly 

that can so hurt a young person emotionally and physically, kind of, in that change of class times.  Be 

aware of that too in your school buildings, the change of class time.  I know you know this, but gym, 

lunch, recess if it's a younger grade, those are all really, really scary times for some of our young people 

that have some emotional concerns.  So what the school did is they said that she can have an extra five 

minutes so she's not consider tardy and that she is able to seek out her guidance counselor if need be 

and the family loves to scrabble slams.  So sometimes if you think when you're asking questions like, "Oh, 

what's your family like to do together?"  And they say, "Well, we like to play board games."  You're like, 

"Oh, that's great."  If you get incorporated into a plan, it's going to work out better.  So it may not seem 

like that important of a -- of a thing at the time, but the beauty of why I wanted to share Jane and why 

she's kind of so near and dear to my heart is she graduated from high school, like it's her -- it's her story 

and situation.  She was not hospitalized anymore after High Fidelity Wraparound.  We were able to get 

the function of her behavior.  We were able to get everybody on the team involved and everybody worked 

and helped Jane progress.  She easily could have been either pregnant or dropped out of school. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Uh-hmm. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Very easy, but she didn't.  So I think she has a part-time job now.  I haven't 

been in touch.  We need to follow up with them through this.  So the team member prep, before we get 

going, I want to check in with you.  What are you thinking so far?  Is this helpful?  Is this good?  Is this 

okay?  Is this what you're looking for?  I guess -- I see a lot of thumbs up, thumbs down because -- okay.  

Because we're going to go through it, so I really want you to be able to do -- to do the activity here.  

Preparing team members, family and you select the team members who are non-negotiable team 

members.  Who are -- who would be non-negotiable? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Parents. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Parents, especially if they're under the age of 14.  Yes, parents.  Who else?  

Definitely the youth because we have -- I'm sorry.  We have a statement of not about without, so meaning 

we will not talk about you without you there. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And then the family is considered to be a support? 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup.  Anybody--the family seems to be support as a non-negotiable.  Yes, 

anybody that would be helpful.  If it's a school-related issue and concern, somebody needs to be there 

from the school.  Somebody made a comment about of the unproductive meeting when people weren't 



there that needed to be there.  You can't have an effective meeting without the people that are decision-

makers or need to be there because we also say too, we've had meetings, let's say, the school wasn't 

able to come too for whatever reason.  And somebody said, "Oh, I'm concerned about Johnny's grades or 

I'm concerned about the IEP or something."  And we say, "We have to parking lot that because we're also 

not going to talk about the school without them there."  So what other need can we work on?  Because 

families that we work on, Shannon and [inaudible] at the top of the triangle, I even want to go one step 

further.  We're at the tippy-top.  We're at the very apex of that triangle, of the youth that are -- that are 

multisystem and that need this level of support.  So non-negotiable team members, if it's a school need, 

somebody from the school better be there.  If it's a drug and alcohol need, probation officer better be 

there.  If it's a mental health need, the therapist or mental health team needs to be there and really help 

understand the importance of natural support.  So our colleague over here mentioned whoever is 

supportive to the family, they are definitely a non-negotiable.  You want more friends and family in High 

Fidelity Wraparound in the process than professionals, than the system partner, so the family feels 

supported.  Also, they come up with the best ideas too, sometimes.  They come up with really, really good 

ideas.  So throw out some examples of what are natural supports.  When you hear natural supports, what 

does that make you think of? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: An individual or organization [inaudible] family… 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Family. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: …neighbors… 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Neighbors.  I heard relatives. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: …community centers… 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: I'm sorry.  Go ahead. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Community centers, churches. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup.  Yup.  Community centers, churches.  I think one of the best simple 

examples is anyone that cares and knows the child and family best, but also does not get paid to work 

with them.  So I think that's kind of an interesting way to look at somebody that we would call natural 

supports.  And I would think community members and churches, definitely not in that arena, so friends, 

families, neighbors.  How about this one for a -- for a good one?  How about the youth's friends?  Oh, 

dance party.  They're having way more fun over there than we are.  I need to kick this up a notch.  The 

youth's friends, very, very important.  Who is more important in the life of an adolescent?  Think about 

that. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Peers. 



HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Peers.  Are they going to follow what their friends are doing, their homies or 

mom and dad?  Obviously the peers.  And they could be saying the same thing but it's going to be 

received better from their peers.  What if there's judgment, though?  What if their peers aren't very -- are 

good?  They're not a good support for Johnny.  What do we do with that?  How about we make no 

judgment and we bring in Johnny's friends and see if they'd be willing to participate on the team.  That's 

the beauty of having a youth support partner.  Here's a little tangent on that because youth support 

partners have been there and done that.  They've got a young person in the system and come out, you 

know, definitely successful on the other side.  Youth support partners can sometimes help in that arena a 

lot, is to bring the young person's friends to the table.  Okay.  Why are they important?  What value did 

they add to a team? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Well, I think maybe that you could sell me on… 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: I could sell you? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] and what I see with this is more that they don't have more [inaudible] 

do the right thing and make the right choices and then [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Uh-hmm. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And he's going to have to use this. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Right. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: So the late teen and [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: That's when he has more people but I see where -- I mean, where it [inaudible] 

and then ask them. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup, yup.  Accountability, that you're accountable then, because by the way, 

we're going to have a meeting next week and we're going to say, "We're going to follow up with you."  

We're going to say, "Why are your action steps not done?  Why wasn't something not completed?  What 

support do you need to complete that action step, whatever that may be?"  So, accountability is true with 

that.  But natural supports, again, friends or family, you want to be with people that you trust.  And even 

though professionals are so well intended and the system partners -- I'm trying to stop saying 

professionals always.  The system partners are very well intended, a lot of times families don't trust them.  

They might like them.  They might not like them.  They might hate them, but they're important people on 

the team and we need to figure that out.  But natural supports, we're human beings, we're social beings, 

we want to be surrounded by people that we like and that like us. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: But I think it's important though if I can [inaudible] but I think it's important… 



SHANNON FAGAN: Because what you said really hit home.  But if more people are on the team, your 

son might feel more accountable to the team.  But really, I think what also happens is that more people 

understand where that youth is coming from and the brainstorming that Heather is going to talk about 

become more realistic to that person.  Because I think as professionals, we all sit there and we think we 

know what's best for that youth and we say it and that youth feels nothing but, "Okay, I have to this 

because all these people are telling me I have to," but it's nothing that they want to do at all.  So the 

beauty of -- the beauty of that team is that they can come up with different solutions or ideas that we 

might never have thought of and it becomes a plan that's more doable.  So I just wanted to say that 

because I think that's the beauty of preparing team members because we are looking at strengths.  We're 

not always looking at the things that they aren't doing or that we want them to do differently and really 

trying to figure out why things happen, so.  All right. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: How to approach the team members, so okay.  We got this is great list and 

we know who the non-negotiables are, we're going to have this meeting.  Now we have to talk to them.  

So, again, we're going to assume that releases are all signed and confidentiality is maintained.  I will give 

the confidentiality of the team process here in a little bit.  But solicit team membership; you want to orient 

them to the purpose of the meeting.  Every time you want to tell them what to expect, "Hey, we have 

meeting for Johnny.  Here's his primary need area.  We know how important you are to the Jones family 

and we want to make sure that you're kind of involved in the process."  You also want to elicit information 

about strengths that each team member brings to the table, each team member.  I want to say that again, 

each team member.  So if you go around the room during your introductions and I say, "I'm Heather 

Fickenworth.  I'm the special education teacher for Johnny and I see his strengths are drawing and he's 

able to attend the class if he has pencils in his hand that he can draw with."  That is a really positive 

strengths-based thing that could maybe be incorporated into a plan.  Gathering information about the 

needs and the major concerns about the family and youth, we've talked about that.  If you ask those 

questions in strengths-based language which is then your needs.  What are you concerned about?  Oh, 

and by the way, a lot of young people, I'd like to say, "What are your needs?"  And they're like, "I need a 

cell phone.  I need a car."  Those aren't needs, those are wants.  But really helping them understand that, 

it is critical.  Still hear them out though.  Don't dismiss that, because there could be needs around that.  

So if it's around a cell phone, maybe it's around communication.  So, we're not going to give them the 

best--this team isn't going to buy him stuff and give him an iPod or iPhone or -- see, I'm so technically 

savvy.  You can tell that, huh?  But there could be needs around communication.  They need a better 

mechanism to communicate with their friends.  Or if they say, "I want a car," maybe their need is more on 

independence.  They want to feel like they can, kind of, more come and go as they please if they're an 

older youth.  That might be a conversation to have.  So usually when they say things like that, sometimes 

they're being funny, but also don't discount that because there could be really important needs within that 

-- in that statement.  Okay.  Still prepping -- we're still dropping.  Oh, my gosh, are you guys exhausted?  

Are you exhausted prepping the scene?  But it is this important.  So we're going to plow through.  How did 



you go [inaudible] what to expect.  Also, participation levels, so when I say about the level of participation 

and say, "We're going to talk about the strengths Johnny has.  We're going to talk about the needs.  

We're going to talk about concerns.  We're going to talk about the culture of the school and how I can 

support him.  And then we're also going to talk about your level of participation.  There's going to be a 

process called brainstorming.  And through brainstorming, we just throw out a lot of ideas and we don't 

evaluate them.  And then we come up with solutions and a plan that'll best meet Johnny's need."  There, 

that took what, maybe 30 seconds?  That was kind of a little spiel of what you can tell someone to help 

them of what to expect and orient them to the process.  Also, timeframes, High Fidelity Wraparound 

meetings or any meetings should typically not be over an hour.  Why?  Because your brain right now that 

you've been with me for an hour or how many of you thought about you drive home with a snack as for 

lunch or the snack is between the break and, "Oh, my gosh.  I can't wait to get home because it's like 90 

degrees and sunny out there?"  If you don't raise your hands, you're lying because you're adult brain does 

this and that's okay.  So people, adults especially, cannot attend for long, long periods of time.  So when 

meetings are drawn out, you're like, "Oh, my goodness. I think I want to shove bamboo under my 

fingernails."  Especially if they don't feel like they're a valued team member.  And we're going to get into 

strategies to help them feel valued and help them feel engaged.  So you want timeframes.  So you say, 

"So, the meeting is going to be on Tuesday from 3:00 to 4:00," or whatever it may be.  I'm going to talk a 

little bit about the Jane example and her phenomenal ES teacher, which was not me.  But this teacher 

really, really went above and beyond and also, though, didn't have to.  At first, we accommodated his 

schedule because the needs were primarily around school when we first met Jane.  He loved the process 

so much, and since we were in his building and they were mostly ES students, he came to every meeting 

even if they were from 5:00 to 6:00 at night in the rural school social hall that we had.  He came because 

he saw value.  He was assistive partner.  He was a true, true partner.  And in our joke among our High 

Fidelity Wraparound team is he needs a fruit basket.  So meaning, like, anyone that went above and 

beyond, you're going to give him a fruit basket.  So, we gave him a fruit basket.  And we give -- then it 

became, "Well, we don't have money to keep giving fruit baskets, so we're going to give them little cards," 

so it became our funny thing.  So when a team member got a fruit basket or card, they felt good that we 

appreciated them in the process.  So, not all teachers though are going to be able to do this.  I have two 

young children.  I care about my students.  I want to be able to come to every meeting I can, but I'm in 

baseball, and tee ball, and swimming and trying to make dinner and doing that too.  So if a teacher can't 

go above and beyond, I want to say, "That's okay."  The teacher though or the school can still send a 

representative or, in High Fidelity Wraparound, the facilitator's job would be really to coordinate with that 

person.  And of course, copies of the past and current documents prior to the meeting, we already talked 

about that.  So in other team -- there are four teams -- again, think about this when you're developing 

some of your goals for treatment plans, for IEPs, or whatever that might look like, and really look at the 

big picture over time.  So if you ask the youth, "What do you hope to do?"  And he says, "To graduate 

from high school."  Okay.  That's a big picture and say he's, like, a tenth grader.  That's a really good 



vision, meaning it's attainable, it's doable and it's kind of in the future.  What if mom and dad though say, 

"We want Johnny to graduate from high school and go to college."  And Johnny is like, "But I want to work 

on small engine repair.  I'm good with my hands."  So working with the team process to figure out, this is 

what Johnny wants to do, this is what the family wants to do and how can we creatively come to some 

sort of consensus with that.  To gather the family or the team, I want to say -- because your team can do 

this.  It doesn't have to be necessarily the family or the youth's visions, but ask the questions to get this.  If 

all your needs were met, what would that look like?  So for the Jane family, she said, "I'd have a toilet that 

run, I'd have my husband work again, I would have Jane be safe because she is -- she is cutting and 

hurting herself.  I would have Josh bail their brother out of jail and I would have Kyle, the little brother, 

having his mental health stabilized."  That's a pretty darn good vision.  She needed help to get there of 

really what things look like, but that was her hopes and dreams.  That's what she wanted for her family.  

Sometimes you just get heartbreaking simple statements of, "I just want everybody to get along.  I just 

want the fighting to stop.  I just want to have a better relationship with my child."  Or if it's -- if it's the 

youth, he could say, "I want my family to stop fighting."  I mean some these are kind of like -- they seem 

so simple, but man, are they just really hard to get to.  And other things like, "What would things look like 

in three to five years?"  So, it's the big picture.  These aren't measurable obtainable like [inaudible] this is 

the big picture.  Okay.  What if a team member can't be there?  Because, again, we have this 

phenomenal teacher who -- has anybody been to Erie in winter?  It is not fun.  Unless you're from Erie 

and you're used to driving in the snow and it's like, what, three feet of snow?  That's nothing.  But this 

teacher, again, very well intended, the school we were going was in the Snowbelt.  So if you can believe 

it, the region even has a place that has worse snow.  It's the Snowbelt and he couldn't make it.  So he 

called and said, "I'm sorry.  I can't make it."  The facilitator was beside himself, he's like, "This is a school 

need.  We need to have the school there," and he can't make it.  So here's what we did, is we said, "What 

strengths does he have?  What needs and what help can they come up with?  And then someone needs 

to communicate the plan with them as well as their action steps."  So, we were going to say though -- our 

joke is, if you're not there, you're going to get the worst action step, you know that.  You're going to get 

the most work and I'm just kind of teasing.  We gave this guy break though.  We [inaudible] fruit basket.  

Okay.  Here is the kind of some basic tips.  I want you to leave with this slide maybe in your mind 

because this could be really helpful for you.  We already talked, at length, about preparing the team 

members.  These are the skills, though, to run any successful meeting that would be beneficial.  These 

are things that can make and break your meeting.  So, ideally, Prepare the Family and All Team 

members for the Meeting.  The Location and the Time That Works Best for Everyone, ask that question.  

And you're not going to make everybody happy.  You just got to do the best you can.  Child Care for 

Siblings.  Oh, my goodness.  Was this a lesson learned for us.  If you don't have child care for the siblings 

of Johnny, you might as well throw in the towel.  Because the little, you know, the cute, little girl in pigtail, 

"Mommy, would you color with me?" and, oh, hold on.  And it's really, really hard.  So somehow, if you 

can arrange child care for siblings, that is critical.  Food.  Oh my gosh.  We are a sucker for food.  You -- 



one of the cheapest things -- because I'm like, I'll just buy some chips, but what we learned is, like, Little 

Caesars, like, $5 pizzas, brought more people to the table than anything.  It's, like, that's five bucks.  Get 

a couple of pizzas.  Time -- money well spent.  I know not -- some of you might not have budgets to be 

able to do such things, but sometimes food is -- say, "Hey, I'll bring cookies.  I'll bring doughnuts."  People 

will come for food because already, like, I said, how many are thinking, I want those really good chocolate 

chip cookies between this break?  I'm already thinking that.  Oh, no.  I'm attending a hundred percent to 

you right now.  As I said, we're human.  Our brains kind of go off on different ways sometimes.  So we're 

driven by food.  So most people will come to a meeting if they know that there's some food.  Value 

Everybody's Time.  Honor their time.  Thank them for coming and then thank them again for coming and 

then after you thank them twice you thank them again, genuine.  Their time is valuable, all people, the 

community partners, the friends, the family, the -- everybody.  Parking and Possible Transportation 

Needs.  Think about this in guidelines of your agencies and schools of, like, if you can transport people.  

Sometimes our families don't have transportation.  So can you pick them up?  Again, within the -- the 

guidelines of your agencies and districts if that's appropriate.  Can you leave to get them?  Safety.  Make 

sure you use strength-based language and make sure all team members are actively engaged.  So we've 

already talked about those items.  The Meeting Format.  This is kind of what I've shared with you of.  This 

is kind of your agenda.  This is a High Fidelity Wraparound format, but you can incorporate some of these 

-- this format or agenda into your current meetings.  Introductions.  Don't assume everybody knows each 

other.  We're -- each of these will have a slide a little bit.  Ground Rules, Needs Identification, Goals, 

Brainstorming, Action Steps and Follow-up.  How are we doing on time, Shannon?  Do we have time? 

SHANNON FAGAN: Yup. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: What time? 

SHANNON FAGAN: About thirty minutes. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Oh, half hour.  Okay.  Good.  So, Introduction, seems like a simple concept, 

but welcome everybody.  Again, thank them for coming.  Everyone states who they're -- who they are and 

why they're there and why they're on the team and what strengths do they see in the family and youth?  I 

shared with that earlier with my example of, "I'm Johnny's Special Ed teacher.  He likes to draw.  And 

what I've learned about Johnny is if he has some pen and pencils in his hands he can attend to anything 

that's going on around him."  Because -- by the way, young people are in a world now that they can 

multitask, phenomenal.  So you think they're not paying attention?  They're taking it in.  They're getting it.  

But it also can be a distraction to other students in the classroom, I get that too.  Then, The Facilitator of 

the Meeting.  So that's just whoever's running the meeting, states the purpose of the gathering and then 

the process of the meeting is explained.  Ground Rules.  Guidelines that the team develops to define how 

the team will function.  I talked about confidentiality earlier.  What we talked about in terms of 

confidentiality is what happens in the meeting stays in the meeting.  What happens on the team stays on 

the team because sometimes and especially for Natural supports, you know, everyone's got -- well, not 



everyone.  Some people have, like, an Aunt Agnes or an Aunt Lucy that she's the talk of the family and 

they don't want to know our dirty laundry and all of that.  So we really tried to maintain team 

confidentiality, because we need everybody on the same page.  How Decisions are Made.  That's a good 

team-based process.  How is this team going to make this decisions?  How are we going to come up with 

a plan?  And then other topics based on how the team is made up and the other challenges.  So a couple 

of ground rules that we threw out some examples of, no cell phones.  And the team agrees to that.  

Some, however, say, "Well, Johnny needs a cell phone because that's the way he communicates his 

thoughts best, is through a text."  And that's fine.  But again, this is a team consensus that meetings will 

end on time.  Team Safety is critical.  A lot of times families and youth will not speak because they don't 

feel safe to speak the truth.  You want to have an upfront and honest meeting.  You want them to speak.  

You want them to be engaged.  So if we come up with a ground rule that's a non-negotiable and when -- 

and it's a no blame and no shame.  There's no finger pointing.  If we do like, "Well you said this and you 

should have done this and if you would just do this." -- we stop the meeting right there, that there's no 

blame or shame.  And that even goes to system partners.  "Well, if the school would just do this or 

probation would just do this." -- if there is a point where nobody or people don't feel safe in the meeting, 

the meeting stops and we go back to this ground rule.  Sometimes it's even as simple as we don't have to 

make a big deal of that, it -- but the facilitator will go over and just kind of point to the ground rule because 

we do a lot of visuals, something, like, post-it papers or whatever we have and we, like -- we all agreed to 

this.  We all agreed to the ground rules.  The team comes up with their own ground rules.  Because 

different cultures, we want to honor that.  We want to honor whatever they feel is appropriate.  All right.  

The Team Mission.  This is a review of the vision.  So it's an educational arena, so we'll just say, the team 

-- the family and team vision is for Johnny to graduate from high school.  So we review that.  Then we 

come up with a mission.  The team's mission guides the process.  It's the action verbs.  It's what we are 

going to do to help Johnny and the family succeed in helping him graduate.  So this is a commitment.  

This is where teams feel cohesive.  This is where they feel like they're part of something, it's this team 

mission.  It's the shared understanding of the group's purpose of how can I help Johnny graduate?  So a 

probation officer can say, "I can help Johnny graduate by checking on -- in with him once a month and 

coming to the school."  We even have one guy said, "I'll be happy to drop the urine whenever the team 

wants."  Because it was a drug and alcohol situation.  So that's how he, using an action verb, will help 

support this process.  Someone else will say, "I will help communicate with the Alt Ed programs."  So it's 

a home district, so it's a transition meeting, so somebody coming back from Alternative Ed to a home 

district.  And they're talking about, "I will communicate with the Alt Ed program.  And will talk about his 

strengths and what works for him in Alt Ed, whatever that maybe.  It also helps the why do we exist?  Why 

are we here?  If you don't feel part of it, of the team, you feel like you've wasted your time and there's 

nothing worse than that, of feeling, like, your time was wasted.  And engages the team members, it 

guides works and it's really developed by using action verbs.  So communicating, checking in, any of 

those kind of things are really good kind of team missions.  The Vision defines kind of the mental picture 



of the future and then the mission clarifies it.  So I kind of say, I don't know if this is going to work, but it's 

big to the little.  So it's a big over -- the vision is overarching goal and then the mission is then the smaller 

part.  Identifying Needs.  Each person has a different perspective on what needs are and based -- and 

based on how they experience it.  So a teacher might have a very different perspective of a need of a 

student based on how the need affects them.  We're also -- even though we're social beings, we're also a 

tinge egocentric.  Meaning that we want to, like, what it's in for me?  How does this impact me?  So 

Johnny, say for example, getting up in class may cause a classroom to be--to be distracted.  Johnny sees 

it a way as of escape of what isn't working.  So something isn't working here.  So the teacher might feel 

like, "Oh, he's so disruptive." and Johnny's thinking, "I'm just tired of whatever is not working.  I need to do 

something different."  So the -- a need is -- might be very different based on how it affects the person 

having it.  Okay.  Here's one of my favorite slides.  Here's where I get a little like preachy, so I'll try not to 

be too preachy.  A Need is Not a Service.  I'm going to say it again because this is key.  A Need is Not a 

Service.  So we hear a lot. Johnny needs therapy.  Johnny needs Alternative Ed.  Johnny needs RTF, 

Residential Treatment Facility.  These are all services and supports.  Those are not needs.  Now, there 

maybe needs around that.  So you ask the question, why do you think that Johnny needs therapy?  Well 

Johnny has anger issues and he gets up and leaves the class and he's disruptive.  Okay.  What needs 

are around that?  You kind of -- it's -- I would like to use the analogy of peeling an onion.  You get through 

to that deeper need.  Why is Johnny getting angry?  Well, Johnny gets a whole lot of attention and loves 

the chaos.  So he creates the chaos wherever he goes.  So how can we, as the team support giving him 

attention or stimulation or sensory input that will be more positive than anger outbursts?  So, I'm not 

saying this is against therapy because I've been a therapist for 14 years.  So I would be against myself 

too if I said I'm against therapy.  This is not anything against therapy.  A therapist can be a very important 

part of the team process.  What I want us to try, to challenge yourself to do is think beyond that.  That a 

therapy could be part of the process and part of the plan, but so could the neighbors, so could the clergy, 

so could the guidance counselor.  Other people can be part of it, where -- because if you say Johnny 

needs therapy, well who's going to be on that team?  Johnny?  Therapist?  Parents?  That's not a team-

based process.  That could be a smaller part of an action step for that.  We'll get into a little bit of that 

more later.  A Need is Not a Want.  We talked a little bit about that, about the cell phones.  It's very 

important to the person having it.  This is why you ask that question.  What are you most concerned 

about?  I keep saying that over and over and that -- that's kind of another little mantra.  What are you 

most worried about?  Those are all then the needs.  Those are need statements.  They're not deficits.  So 

Johnny needs to pass English in order to graduate.  Great.  How do we do that?  Well he needs to -- and 

then we kind of go up to -- with action plans.  Mom can provide a time for him to write his essay.  The 

teacher will check in on him periodically.  If Johnny needs time -- needs quiet time to complete his work, 

he can go to the -- go to the office.  I'm just trying to think -- or not the office, the guidance counselor's 

office.  Those are all part of the process.  So it's not just the teacher and Johnny and maybe the parent.  

We have a whole team of people helping support that.  The therapist can check in.  Johnny how's English 



going?  Again, that accountability is huge.  I'm glad you brought that up because that is huge.  If you can 

have other people that aren't always kind of the bad guy I guess, it's kind of nice.  You can be like the 

good guy for a change.  It's also important.  Families that we work with that are very tippy top of the 

triangle, they have just have one or two needs or do they have a list this long?  So there's usually a lot of 

needs.  That is overwhelming.  So most -- there are a lot of families they say, "I didn't even know where to 

start.  I don't even know what my needs are because they're just so many."  So you have to prioritize 

them.  By prioritizing needs you ask them what's most important to you?  What would you like to work on 

first?  It's always best to pick a little tinny tiny one.  So, say English isn't Johnny's best subject.  Say it's 

Math.  Because he has 15 assignments to do in English in order to pass.  So say it's Math even though 

you know English is important.  Success.  Help him do something in Math that could be quick to help 

boost up his grades.  Because then your goal can be to improve grades.  English is a part of that.  We're 

not ignoring English because that's very important, but he's really good in Math.  So let's build on that 

strength and have him experience some quick, quick, quick success, quick baby steps.  Success builds 

on success.  Empowerment builds on baby steps.  Quick things that they can achieve successfully.  So 

then, when we go back to the meeting, guess what, your meetings a, woot-woo, meeting.  Johnny 

completed his Math assignment and improved his grades from a -- from a C to a C plus.  Celebrate that.  

Celebrate those baby steps because now, Johnny's feeling kind of good.  He's like, "Okay.  Maybe this 

school stuff isn't so horrible.  Maybe I'll work -- maybe I'll tackle that English."  And then the team can help 

him with that.  The point is, baby steps.  Success builds on success.  Feel success.  Feel team success 

too.  Because when you go to a meeting and things are going well, don't you feel like you won the lottery?  

I do.  I'm like, "Oh, my gosh.  This feels like a million bucks."  List all the needs and use parking lot as a 

tool.  So, I said, we can kind of maybe put English in the parking lot in this example for now.  We're not 

going to forget about it.  Parking lot isn't a forget-about.  It's a, we'll-get-to-later because we want the team 

to experience success.  We want this meeting to be successful.  Okay.  We are going to have a little 

scenario and a little activity because I can scan the audience and say you're, like, done.  So this will 

hopefully get the brain working again and you can talk to your -- your tables.  Review the Jane scenario 

and write down the needs that automatically come to your mind regarding this youth and the situation.  

Some--it's pretty obvious.  But then, have you experienced this type of situation before?  And then how 

does it make you feel?  So really think about Jane and her situation and work at your tables and come up 

with some needs that automatically come to your head and what does Jane need?  Okay?  We'll take a 

few minutes and do that and I'll check in with you.  [inaudible] back already because we talked a lot about 

this.  So I think -- I think you're pretty -- you're pretty good.  You're gifted on -- gifted IUPs.  You're a good 

group.  Needs, what did it come up with?  Jane needs? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Attention. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Attention.  Yes.  So if you're need is, Jane needs attention, the plan then is 

really what we came up with then.  Attention from grandma, attention from mom, attention from the 



guidance counselor.  She's also avoiding the mean girls.  So how can we support her in doing that?  I'm 

glad nobody said Jane needs therapy.  Yes.  Jane needs attention.  Very good. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Social skills and coping strategies. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Social skills and coping strategies 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: How would we work that into something that then everybody on this team 

can help with?  That's a good one.  Social skills, coping strategies. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Oh, it goes to that -- to that mindfulness that you were talking about.  Jane learns 

to recognize where she's at and those [inaudible] skills and [inaudible] her provide places or spaces that 

needs. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And she's building those skills to [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yup. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Yep.  Identifying the triggers, knowing her body, having her practice 

mindfulness, saying a therapist can work with her on that.  Grandma can provide her, maybe, that respite 

because her -- her house is so chaotic that maybe she can't practice mindfulness there.  So maybe if we 

talk to grandma, that there's a place that she could go to.  Very good.  Very good. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: She needs safe places. 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: A safe place.  A safe haven.  Yes. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And to feel [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: To feel her.  Yes.  Yes.  Very good.  Very good.  Okay.  How did it make you 

feel?  Because -- was your first reaction said Jane needs therapy or she should be in the hospital? That's 

usually the first reaction that you might have at times.  But then you need to retrain your brain especially.  

I was clinician first and my -- and my clinical brain, well it was a ugly road for me to shift from that clinical 

thinking to needs based language, to thinking beyond the clinical side of things.  All right.  Very good.  All 

right.  We've talked a lot about this.  So I'm going to skip ahead because I really I want to get to 

brainstorming because that's, like, super fun, in my opinion.  Oh, where is it?  Oh, no.  All right.  Moving 

along to -- we're going to skip over Goals and Measurable Goals because, I think most people in the 

audience have written measurable and attainable goals.  For some reason my mic cutted off.  But that's 

okay, we'll keep on moving.  So when you come up with her goals -- so let's use Jane's example.  When 

you come with Jane's goal of meeting -- what was the first thing we said?  Jane needs attention.  You 



come with a goal and it's measurable for her.  What are some ideas -- if you were Jane's team, what 

would you come up with?  And for brainstorming, when we get to that part, it's quick and it's snappy.  So 

throw out some ideas for Jane.  What can we help Jane with?  You're her team.  So, the guidance 

councilor would say what?  Or whatever? 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah, I have a--when we're saying [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: Trying to fill -- fill that void. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER: [inaudible] 

HEATHER FICKENWORTH: What you're talking about is peeling away the onion, getting to that deeper 

need of the whys.  Why is she doing that?  Which we'll get to -- which the process gets to.  But right now, 

it's one of those -- when you're brainstorming, you want to hit that need, you get quick and easy and 

snappy to get the success because that would be the core, you'll get to there over time.  But if this is like 

your first meeting, you're probably not going to hit it the first time.  So, you want to have some quick 

success.  So, I'll just say some examples we did.  The kid, Kyle, he shouted out, "We'll play Scrabble 

Slam."  So the facilitator was kind of funny, he's like -- and she's like, "Well, that's kind of random."  So, 

she put Scrabble Slam.  I'm like, "No, you can use that."  I'm like, "Don't dismiss that."  Brainstorming, as 

quick and snappy, so I'll just give you the example.  It was Scrabble Slam.  Somebody said Jane can -- 

somebody said -- grandma said, "Jane, come over to my house."  Somebody else said -- Jane said, "I like 

watching movies."  So again, this is quick and snappy and you don't evaluate any of the brainstormed 

options.  You don't say that's a really bad idea.  But you throw them all on the table because then, the 

older brother who actually wasn't involved in this meeting made a comment of -- which sounds horrible so 

please bear with me.  He's like, "Well, Jane just needs to go out and shoot herself."  That was 

everybody's reaction.  However, we put it up there on the board.  Why would we do that?  He participated 

in the meeting, we honored that and by the way, after brainstorming, nobody's going to vote for it.  So, he 

felt heard, and it was so out off the wall, no one's ever going to do it.  It was out there but we put it up on 

the board.  So we honored his participation.  Not what he said, because it was very inappropriate.  But we 

put it on the board.  Obviously, like I said, nobody voted for it.  So we had seven to ten things.  The school 

said, we'll, she can come to my office during -- or the school said, "Well, we can do an extended time for 

the hallways so she doesn't have to go to the main girls' hallway."  The guidance councilor said, "She's 

more than welcome anytime if I'm not in the meeting to come down."  Boom, boom, boom, brainstorming, 

quick, quick, snappy.  Throw in ideas out there.  Then you vote and you reach consensus.  That's the 

decision-making part.  So, everyone thought that -- everyone thought that Scrabble Slam was good.  That 

will be a good way of giving her attention.  The mom said, "You know what, 20 minutes -- I can get 20 

minutes while I'm making dinner and, you know, Jane can tell me whatever she wants at that point."  

Grandma said, "We can come and get romantic comedy movies every Saturday."  She can -- I like this 

idea over here and she'll have a safe haven to practice mindfulness.  Those are all then the options 

people voted for.  No one voted for the one that was not appropriate.  So, that's going to evaluate all the 



options.  Because you want to honor participation, engagement, you want it to be quick and snappy.  So, 

if I'm reading this room and I say, boy -- I'll use you as an example.  "Boy, he's really not engaged in this.  

What ideas do you have?"  Like call him out.  Because if they're not engaged, they don't feel part of the 

team and you don't have a coercive team and you'll have somebody leave and say, "Boy, that was a total 

colossal waste of my time."  But if they said, "Oh, I have an option."  That's good.  Brainstorming options 

though can also come best from the natural supports.  Sometimes, not always.  Sometimes they have 

really good ideas because they know the culture of the family.  They know what's going to work for the 

family.  So, important to include the natural supports on that.  At least seven to ten.  You can come up 

with something quick and snappy usually in seven to ten.  This is not a long process.  I think the biggest 

mistake that I have seen in High Fidelity Wraparound teams is this process is way too long.  It's got to be 

quick and snappy and throw things out there, throw them on the board and vote.  And how are we going 

to vote on that?  You take those brainstorm options and then you come up with your plan, then you give 

your action steps to the team.  So, Jane knows what she's going to do.  Guidance councilor knows what 

she's going to do, grandma knows what she's going to do, and the family all knows what they're going to 

do in the -- in the process.  And then you leave that meeting and then you follow -- oh, well, before you 

leave, you thank them, you thank them again, then you thank them again for coming and participating, 

then you follow-up with them, say, "I'm going to be calling you, emailing you, texting you, checking and 

see how your action steps are going."  Follow-up is critical because then you can go to the next meeting 

and celebrate success.  So you can say, "Wow, this plan is working."  Or you're quick to come back and 

say, "This plan is not working and what support do we need to make this plan successful for this team 

and for Jane?"  That's it.  It's a lot.  Oh, did I miss one?  Oh, yes, oh, this is -- okay, this is fun.  This is the 

fun part.  I kind of like this because it's the rogue team members.  What -- how do we manage challenging 

behavior in meetings?  We talked about some unsuccessful meetings, that there's a monopolizer, or 

there's people with hidden agendas or people that don't listen, all that kind of thing.  The beauty of 

facilitating this process -- this is not necessarily anyone person's call.  When you have a cohesive team -- 

I almost said coercive team.  What kind of team was that?  Who'll coerce you to do this?  A cohesive 

team, you're going to be more likely to have success of what we do.  So you throw it out to the team.  

Okay.  Probation Officer Joe Schmoe, he is always late.  What do we do?  And then the team decides.  

So, the team will ask, okay, do we need to start a little bit later.  Do I need to follow-up with Joe and say, 

"Do we need to make a schedule change?  Your participation on the team is very important.  How can we 

make sure you're here?"  Rogue team members.  So a team member may be like, "I'm not doing that.  I'm 

doing whatever I need to do.  I'm doing what my system mandates.  I don't care what that team says."  

When they go off and they're rogue.  They just do whatever they want no matter what the team says; you 

throw that back out to the team or you have somebody try to engage them because they're obviously not 

engaged in the team process.  They are feeling like whatever they have to do or say is way more 

important than the team.  So, it's very important not to blame and shame them either because by the way, 

you're going to isolate that very important person in your process, in your team, but if you take a one-on-



one time with them and say, "Hey, let's go out to coffee and talk about this.  What concerns do you have 

about the Smith family?  How can we support you in becoming a more active team member, being part of 

the process?"  Maybe they are feeling not heard.  Maybe they are feeling like -- that their system 

mandates aren't being honored and how do we do that?  How do we bring them back in and help them be 

part of the team.  Worst thing you can do this is blame and shame them, talk about them.  There's going 

to people in this world we don't like.  However, in a -- in a team of some non-negotiables, you got to work 

with that person and how can we be helpful to them.  Team members who don't listen -- that's kind of 

similar to rogue -- who are burnt out.  Oh, my gosh.  I see this a lot, a lot, a lot, a lot,  They're just done.  

They're just over.  What do we do with that?  We've all felt that feeling at one point in our life.  "Oh, we're 

just tired.  I'm just tired.  I can't do this anymore."  A quick strategy is help them feel successful.  Help 

them feel good about something.  Help them be part of the action step that is successful, even if you kind 

of don't need them or not.  Let's just say it's a mental health therapist and it's about mindfulness, say, 

"Would you talk to Jane after this meeting about mindfulness so then we can come back to the next 

meeting and celebrate that?"  Help them feel good, because we like to feel good too.  So the success of 

Jane maybe will be contingent on us completing our action step.  Also asking them, "What support do you 

need to do this?"  That's the other -- there's lots of several mantras that I -- that I love and that's one of 

them.  What support do you need to complete your action step?  What help do you need?  What can I do 

to help you achieve that?  Team members who are angry, anger is not necessarily always a negative 

emotion.  Anger could also mean passion.  It could mean care.  It could mean intensity.  It could mean 

drive.  So if they're angry, they probably care a whole lot.  So, if you can look at this as not anger per se 

but look at it as this person really cares and help them maybe reframe that.  Help them use language that 

is less maybe abrasive to people or offensive to people, and really get to the deep of that and that's really 

that they care.  And team members who don't like being there.  That's just they -- they don't want to be 

there.  They don't want to be part of this team process.  They just want to do their thing.  If you can help 

them understand that they don't have to be an island anymore and just alone and then working with this 

family and the frustration that they might have and seeing how the team process could help them similar 

to the -- to the rogue one of like, bringing them back, helping them feel success, breathing new life in.  All 

right.  That's kind of a presentation in a nutshell.  What questions do you have?  Because we have -- oh, 

we're done?  We're over.  We're done, if you have no questions.  If you have questions, feel free to email 

Shannon.  Thank you very much for your time. 


